LIVE

FUNCTIONAL AESTHETICS:

Avoiding failures, fractures and frustration!
with Rahul Doshi
Come and join us for our two day over-the-shoulder “live” patient,
hands-on course designed for General Dentists.
25th - 26th April 2014

Our outstanding two day course discusses the synergy between occlusion and
aesthetics and explains the step by step process for simple or complex aesthetic
challenges. Dr Rahul Doshi you will teach you the rationale behind innovative
techniques, biomechanical principles and preparation techniques to transfer your
treatment plan into most predictable and aesthetic porcelain restorations.
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Case study:
Christian Appleby

Rahul Doshi - Dentist

Dr Rahul Doshi BDS (Lond.) LDSRCS (Eng.) is the director and founder of The
Perfect Smile Studios and The Advanced Training Institute, where he teaches
Interdisciplinary Comprehensive Hands-On Dentistry. He is also a renowned
inspirational and life-changing speaker who lectures nationally and
internationally on cosmetic dentistry, occlusion, treatment planning,
laser dentistry, leadership and practice management. He also works
as a Consultant Business Strategist for Dental Wealth Builder.

Visit Perfect Smile Studios
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Achieve Higher Predictability and Longevity
This two day personal interaction and
hands-on will raise your skills instantly in:
- Modern concepts in restorative dentistry:
new solutions through bonded restorations.
- Protective dentistry – bonded restorations
as stress distributors, contributing to
maximum tissue preservation and
maintaining tooth vitality.

This course is designed to equip you with the correct skills for
planning treatments by teaching you the philosophy, strategy,
reality, problems, pitfalls, perils and possibilities faced during the
process. Allow our award winning lecturer to guide you through
minimal or no preparation techniques, evaluate predictable bite
registrations and face bow results while reviewing techniques to
treat patients with tooth wear and attrition.

ONLY
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- Learn about aesthetic dentistry, predictable
dentistry, longevity and patient satisfaction.
- Return to your patients enthusiastic and
more confident.
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Crooked Teeth
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Worn Teeth
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Treatment planning, aesthetic and functional
- Hands-on trial preparation workshop to perfect your preparation techniques.
- Really understand the smile design principles via treating patients hands-on.
- Treatment planning sessions reviewing up to 16 cases (8-10 units per case).
You will come across and experience most type of cases e.g. crowding, diastemas,
tetracycline staining, combination cases (e.g. gaps, veneers, reverse ¾ porcelain
crowns) and wear cases.
Smile design principles
- Macro-aesthetics and micro - aesthetics.
- Predictable artistry to create a “wow” experience.
No preparation and ultrathin veneers
- Discover the step by step technique to no preparation veneers.
- Learn tried and tested concepts for minimal preparation and maximum aesthetics.
Veneer provisionalisation that’s amazing, fast and aesthetic
- See final restorations that are predictable aesthetically and functionally being
created “LIVE”.
- “WOW” your patients with their temporaries (“the trial smile”). Learn how to
ensure you get accurate and precise laboratory wax-ups to make the clinical
case much easier.
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Occlusion
- Learn the techniques of doing a comprehensive evaluation (including facial muscles
assessment, TMJ analysis, and detailed intra-oral assessment).
- Understand the best way to use articulating papers effectively.
- Learn how to take face bow records and articulators.
- Master multiple ways of taking an accurate centric relation record after a patient has
been deprogrammed with an NTI (or similar) appliance.
- Use sophisticated computerised occlusion equipment like Joint Vibration analysis and
T scan. This will revolutionise your dentistry.
Laser dentistry
- Experience using soft and hard tissue lasers in treating cosmetic cases.
- Learn to use a piece of equipment that is probably as important as the fast hand piece.
- Revolutionise, transform and modernise your practice with the use of laser dentistry.
- Benefit your patients by achieving ideal gingival outlines to create better looking smiles.
Laboratory Communication
- Learn to create accurate pre-treatment records to plan your treatment.
- Centric Relation Bite Records consistently, predictably and with ease .
- Diagnostic mock ups using composite to simulate the new smile and aid functional and
aesthetic accuracy of wax ups and transitionals.
- Face bow record, stick-bite record and shade records.
- Choosing the correct ceramic material for each case.
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LIVE TWO DAY
INTENSIVE COURSE
DATE: 25th-26th April 2014
VENUE: ICDE Leicester,
Compass Building,
Feldspar Close
Leicester,
LE19 4SD

PRICE: £695

+VAT*

*This course is inclusive of a nights stay a the Marriott Hotel in Leicester. The course will also
include a buffet lunch on both days along with an evening meal on the Friday night.
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CALL: 0116 2847886

VISIT: w w w. d e n t a l - e d u c a t i o n . c o. u k
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“Having just qualified a couple of years ago, I was at first a little
apprehensive of the course subject matter and if it would teach me
something I didn’t already know. However, I am so glad that I went
ahead with it as it taught me so much about the ever changing world of
dentistry; and left me feeling more confident and motivated in both my
professional and personal life.
The course was further enhanced by the very welcoming staff who were
always on hand to provide help and support. I simply can’t thank them
enough!”

Rupal Gupta – Northampton

Read more courses here: http://courses.theperfectsmile.co.uk/

for further information please call:
0116 2847886 or visit: w w w. d e n t a l - e d u c a t i o n . c o. u k
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